
PERFECT ride – Saddleworth - February 13th 2022.

Despite a somewhat daunting temperature forecast 5 intrepid riders (Peter, Brianna, Derek, Kevin D 
and Roger P) met up outside the, alas now closed and up for sale, Saddleworth Hotel to commence 
an amended ride Peter had shortened from 67 to 51 kilometres to accommodate the expected heat.

Out from Saddleworth then southerly along the dirt Golf Course Road. A minor hiccup from the 
planned course after turning off onto Tuela Road and finding it dissolved into a paddock! Looks like 
what once was a road reserve has now been resumed by the adjacent property owner? In true 
PERFECT spirit soon resolved with a short back-track and via Klems Road and south onto Winkler 
Road and the required track. Then a very nice westerly run along McInerney Road which is little 
more than a rough 4-wheel drive track, but lots of trees and other vegetation to provide some 
respite from the already rising temperature.

We crossed over the main Auburn to Saddleworth Road onto Vandeleur Road and for a short section
were on the Mawson Trail, but left it when turning northwards onto Pine Creek Road. 

Some confusion at the junction with
Stephens Road. Peter’s route would
have us continue along Pine Creek
Road, which at this point appeared to
become little more than a goat track,
blocked off by a gate and flooded by
leakage from an adjacent water
trough. Did it provide public access, or
was it now private property? The
observation that there was in fact a
sign post labelled “Pine Creek Rd”
pointing down the track seemed to
sway the debate, so through the gate
and on-wards following Peter’s plan! 

Fortunately the surface quite quickly
improved and the dappled tree cover provided a very pleasant northerly run following the creek and 

past occasional sun-flower crops 
planted in some of the river flats. 
Also past the substantial ruins of an 
old house circled with barely 
surviving almond, fig and other fruit 
trees. And, of course, the inevitable 
pepper tree which was the hardiest 
of all. An adjacent plaque identified 
the Venning family as the initial 
inhabitants. 

A number of gates to be negotiated 
along this stretch, and even a 
substantial flock of sheep that had 
to be persuaded to move back from 

Gated section of Pine Creek Road.

The Venning's villa.



the last gate as we transitioned to what was a more obvious public road. (But still called Pine Creek 
Road on our maps)

The heat was starting to take its toll, so a break was taken in the shade of an absolutely enormous 
storage shed identified as belonging to the Johnston Feed company. A feature of which was a plastic 
rain-water tank which had become split from top to bottom. 

Conversation focused on the
question Peter posed to riders
in his original brief, namely:-

Why is the town of
Saddleworth built in 2
separate sections?

In the absence of any sensible
suggestions from the other
riders Peter presented his (by
his own admission totally un-
substantiated) theory that a
somewhat unscrupulous owner
of land to the west of the
Gilbert River seeded the rumour
that the planned rail-way line
was to go through his property
and successfully sold allotments
to gullible people who then built on them in the expectation that they would be close to the train. 
But when the line eventually arrived it was on the other side of the river, and later buildings were 
then clustered around the actual track. Thus the division.

Back on the bikes Pine Creek Road joined the bitumen Brother Hill Road (with us going up the hill, of 
course) towards Manoora. On the outskirts of the town a conference was called to review our 
options given the nature of the heat and the inclinations of the group. Stick to the plan which would 
involve some more reasonably substantial climbing, or seek an easier return path? Consensus was in 
favour of the latter.

A lunch break was taken at the Manoora Oval in the shade of the substantial pine trees. Who was 
responsible for the ancient reptile that was later found attached to Brianna’s handle bars?

The shortened return to Saddleworth from Manoora was accomplished by following the unsurfaced 
Old Manoora Road which essentially tracks between the Gilbert River and the Barrier Highway to 
give us a total ride of around 39 km, which was substantial enough given the conditions experienced.
Followed by the traditional post-ride de-briefing in the Gilbert Valley Hotel, which is fortunately still 
trading in Saddleworth.

Out behind the lunch shed.


